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Phonics 

P2: Say the sound. 
Circle: jug, milk, crab. 

P4: draw a line under the letters ay. 
P5: copy the letters ay. 

Write h/ay and p/l/ay in the boxes under the pics. 
 Circle the pic (picture) of the children with suitcases. 

Draw a line under the letters oy 
P7: copy the letters oy into the box to spell annoy 

Write t/oy and e/n/j/oy into the boxes 
Circle the pic of boys wearing matching wide brimmed cowboy hats. 

P8 draw a line under the letters ea. 
Copy the letters ea. 

Write the letters b/ea/d and b/ea/n into the boxes. 
Circle the pic of the children with knife and folks. 

P10 match Mr Patel to the boy pic and Mrs Patel to the girl pic. 
Circle: Oh! 

P11 match -They play with their toys - to the pic of children playing with bricks. 
Match -They read their books - to the pic of children with open books. 

Match -Their teacher is cool - to the pic of the woman with her feet on the desk. 
Circle - the pic of people looking upset under a rain cloud. 

 
Example dictation sentences to learn the tricky words -Mr Mrs oh their 

 
Mr and Mrs Patel put on their coats. 
Mr and Mrs Patel went to their shop. 

Mr and Mrs Patel got in their car. 
Oh dear! 
Oh no! 

The adult reads these sentences (or a sentence of your own using the tricky words).  
The child writes down the words as they hear them in a sentence starting on the left 

of the page and writing across to right.  Remember to use fingers spaces, capital 
letters and full stops.  Check the spelling of tricky words if incorrect try again. 

Maths These are already in your Mental Workout books. 

 


